Molecular modeling is advocated here as a key methodology for research and development in bionanotechnology. Molecular modeling provides nanoscale images at atomic and even electronic resolution, predicts the nanoscale interaction of unfamiliar combinations of biological and inorganic materials, and evaluates strategies for redesigning biopolymers for nanotechnological uses. The methodology is illustrated in this paper through reviewing three case studies. The first one involves the use of single-walled carbon nanotubes as biomedical sensors where a computationally efficient, yet accurate, description of the influence of biomolecules on nanotube electronic properties through nanotube-biomolecule interactions was developed; this development furnishes the ability to test nanotube electronic properties in realistic biological environments. The second case study involves the use of nanopores manufactured into electronic nanodevices based on silicon compounds for single molecule electrical recording, in particular, for DNA sequencing. Here, modeling combining classical molecular dynamics, material science and device physics, described the interaction of biopolymers, e.g., DNA, with silicon nitrate and silicon oxide pores, furnished accurate dynamic images of pore translocation processes, and predicted signals. The third case study involves the development of nanoscale lipid bilayers for the study of embedded membrane proteins and cholesterol. Molecular modeling tested scaffold proteins, redesigned apolipoproteins found in mammalian plasma that hold the discoidal membranes in the proper shape, and predicted the assembly as well as final structure of the nanodiscs. In entirely new technological areas such as bionanotechnology, qualitative concepts, pictures and suggestions are sorely needed; these three case studies document that molecular modeling can serve a critical role in this respect, even though it may still fall short on quantitative precision.
Introduction
The physical sciences have undergone a revolution during the last century that transformed our understanding of the inorganic world and our industry. This revolution resulted in no small part from crystallography that clearly demonstrated the atomic composition of everyday materials, as well as the geometric order underlying the atomic assembly of these materials, and provided a firm basis for building an understanding of the chemistry and physics of the human environment. This scientific advance was accompanied by a steady stream of new technologies.
One can clearly forecast that the present revolution of the life sciences will not only transform our understanding of the living world, but will also continuously spawn new technologies.
The main foundation for the life science revolution is our increasingly firm knowledge of the atomic composition of life forms and the atomic level structures underlying the machinery of biological cells, where crystallography and other structure resolution methods continue to play a key role. Like a century ago with materials, we see life scientists taking an active role by exploiting and redesigning systems discovered, thereby expanding old industries like the pharmaceutical industry as well as starting new ones.
Naturally, these new technologies are tied to the scale of biological cells and their modules, namely the nanoscale. At the present time, investigation of nanoscale systems is hampered by a wide lack of imaging tools: the nanoscale is too small for light microscopy and too large for x-ray crystallography; it is too heterogeneous for NMR and too 'wet' for electron microscopy. However, it turns out that computer simulations are an excellent match for imaging in bionanotechnology, covering the length scale rather well and covering time scales up to many nanoseconds for atomic level descriptions and much longer for coarser descriptions. This has been achieved through recent advances in computer hardware and software as well as through developing multiscale simulation methodologies.
Ordinarily, one does not think of computer simulations as imaging modalities, at least not reliable ones. However, the veracity of computer simulations has steadily improved over time and in some cases has reached a level that matches the accuracy of good experimental methods. An example is the simulation of membrane channels, where errors, e.g., in voltage-current relationships, are on the order of 10% [1] . Likewise, simulations of synthetic nanopores (see below) have reached such close agreement with observation that researchers have begun to rely on the methodology in their design strategies. Images based on experimental procedures invariably come with a degree of significant artifacts, yet researchers likely would often prefer having a less than perfect image over having no image at all. This wisdom should be applied to imaging by means of computer modeling as well.
Naturally, bionanotechnology merges biomaterials with technical materials, often in an unconventional marriage, i.e., the participating materials seldom having been observed together. A prime example is the use of nanotubes as sensors for high sensitivity assays in vitro or even inside living cells; other examples include electronic chips made of silicon compounds used to assay biomolecules. Biomolecules on the one hand and nanotubes or silicon wafers on the other hand are well known separately and, even though not trivial, computer simulations have excellent chances to describe correctly the interactions between the newly wedded materials, though some effort is required involving concepts and methodologies typically not known at the same time to computational material scientists or to computational life scientists.
Lastly, bionanotechnology views biological cells as bags full of tricks that can be exploited for technical aims like bioremediation or the future energy economy. This requires one to redesign proteins (or whole organisms), stripping them to the bare essentials needed for the desired function, and making them more robust for technical deployment. In the case of proteins, when they are structurally known, computational modeling has come a long way in describing functions and it is actually a rather straightforward, though not necessarily easy, task to modify proteins computationally towards a desired technical end.
The authors of this paper strongly advocate the use of modern biomolecular simulation approaches for bionanotechnology. However, the advocacy is for cases where technological development requires ideas, not where it requires otherwise unavailable data. Three case studies demonstrate the great impact that modeling can have in nanotechnology, but in all cases modeling delivers strategic suggestions, not quantitative data like unknown affinities or partition coefficients. Sometimes, such data can be provided through modeling, but in this role computational modeling is not at its best. The three cases presented below involve genuine bionanotechnological systems, the use of nanotubes as in situ biosensors, the use of nanopores in electronic nanotechnology for single biomolecule recordings, and the design of apolipoproteins into scaffold proteins that assemble with lipids and membrane proteins into discoidal particles of nanometer extension. We describe below what role computational modeling played in each case.
Towards an efficient description of carbon nanotube-biomolecule interaction
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are hollow microtubules discovered in 1991 [2] . With narrow diameters at the nanometer scale, CNTs can grow as long as several microns, or even centimeters. A single tubule is referred to as a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT), while nested SWNTs form Russian dolllike structures, known as multi-walled carbon nanotubes. Unlike ordinary materials, SWNTs can be either metallic or semiconducting depending on their structural details [3] .
After the discovery of CNTs, scientists and engineers started to pursue CNTs' promising potential in biological applications, in particular, as drug delivery devices [4] [5] [6] and biosensors [7, 8] . Experimental evidence suggests that SWNTs can be internalized into living cells through endocytosis without apparent toxic effects [4, 5] . As a molecular transporter, SWNTs can shuttle various cargoes across the cellular membrane, opening a new route for drug delivery. In addition, SWNTs exhibit strong absorption and emission at near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths, where human tissue and biological fluids are nearly transparent. The NIR fluorescence intensity of SWNTs is subjected to change when the SWNTs are interacting with the biological environment. Thus, monitoring the variation in optical intensity allows sensitive detection of target biomolecules, qualifying SWNTs for in vivo biosensor applications [7] . The transporting ability of SWNTs combined with NIR technology give rise to a novel mechanism for cancer therapy as well [6] . Once functionalized with specific tumor markers, SWNTs can be recognized and uptaken by cancer cells. Subsequent NIR radiation heats the SWNTs and causes the selective destruction of tumor cells [6] .
Central to the proposed biological applications is the interplay between SWNTs and the biological environment, such as the environmental influence on the optical property of SWNTs, their cellular uptake pathway, and their cytotoxicity. Due to the difficulty of manipulating and tracking these tiny devices individually, information gleaned from experimental techniques on the above issues is quite limited, which calls for bridging the gap through molecular modeling methods that provide atomic level details about the interface between SWNTs and the biological environment. For example, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations revealed the insertion mechanism of a short SWNT into the cell membrane [9] , as well as the molecular transport dynamics of SWNT channels conducting water [10] [11] [12] [13] , ions [14] , polymers [15] and nucleic acids [16] . MD simulations also predicted that SWNTconfined water molecules form well-organized structures [11, 12] , these were later confirmed by neutron scattering experiments [17] .
To faithfully characterize the nanotube-biomolecule interaction in MD simulations, two types of interactions need to be well understood, the van der Waals (vdW) and the Coulomb interaction. The vdW interaction results in a weak attraction, as exemplified by the observed entry of water molecules into the hydrophobic interior of SWNTs [10] . Key physical quantities governing the Coulomb interaction are fixed atomic partial charges and field-dependent dielectrically induced charges. Unfortunately, in the existing classical MD simulations, the atomic partial charge on each carbon atom is assumed neutral without justification, and the nanotube polarizability accounted for by induced charges is overlooked. This oversimplified picture may harm the accuracy and weaken the strength of molecular modeling.
During recent decades, tremendous efforts have been made to develop polarizable models for water and proteins [18] [19] [20] ; however comparable studies on SWNTs were rarely seen, in spite of the fact that the dielectric response of channels is expected to affect the filling statistics [21] . Unlike many biological channels, SWNTs are highly polarizable due to their delocalized π-electrons, which respond strongly to external fields [3] . A study of screening effects of infinitely long SWNTs to an external point charge impurity has revealed that nanotubes with so-called metallic properties effectively screen out the long-range Coulomb potential along the axial direction, while screening effects are weaker in nanotubes with so-called semiconducting properties [22] . Therefore, a polarizable SWNT model is needed to account accurately for the contribution of the SWNT electrons to inter-molecular forces. Since in typical MD simulations the forces acting on system atoms need to be updated very frequently, e.g., at 1 fs time intervals, the model has to be computationally efficient, yet accurate.
Polarizable SWNT model
Recently we proposed a polarizable SWNT model [23, 24] , where fixed atomic partial charges are parameterized to reproduce the first principle electrostatic potential field under a numerical fitting scheme [25, 26] , and where induced atomic partial charges accounting for the dielectric response of SWNTs are determined 'on-the-fly' through a semiempirical quantum mechanical approach [23] . For long tube segments for which first principle calculations are too costly, empirical expressions of fixed partial charges are suggested [24] . Despite the extreme computational simplicity of the suggested model, results are found in good agreement with the computationally expensive first principle studies on key properties like energy gaps, which differentiate metallic and semiconducting nanotubes, and dielectric constants [24] .
The body of the model SWNT structures contains a number of carbon sections (C1, C2, . . .) with 12 carbon atoms in each section; the open nanotube ends are saturated by hydrogen atoms. The structure of a 12-section SWNT is shown in figures 1(a) and (b). Our calculations [24] suggest that the atomic partial charges at the tube edges are an order of magnitude larger than those in the middle of the tube, and each hydrogen atom loses 0.13-0.14 electrons to carbon atoms, as a hydrogen atom has a lower electronegativity than a carbon atom. The charge transfer creates an appreciable dipole moment at the tube edges, which can interact with the solutes and affect their transport behavior through the SWNT.
The dielectric properties of SWNTs are described through a semi-empirical quantum mechanical model [23, 24] , where the induced charges of a SWNT can be determined on each carbon atom under any given external electric field. When a uniform electric field is applied parallel or perpendicular to a SWNT, the screening ability of the SWNT is measured as the ratio of the external electric field over the total electric field (the sum of the external and the induced electric fields), defined as the dielectric constant [23] . For a 12-section SWNT, S42 both parallel and perpendicular dielectric constants are about 5. When the tube length increases, the parallel dielectric constant grows linearly, while the perpendicular dielectric constant converges rapidly to a value close to 5 [23] .
For biological applications of SWNTs, knowledge of the water-SWNT and ion-SWNT interactions is of fundamental importance. In the following section, the suitability of the polarizable SWNT model, demonstrated through studies [23, 24, 27] of these two types of interactions, is reviewed.
Water-nanotube interaction
The water-SWNT interaction includes the short-range vdW interaction, U vdW , the Coulomb interaction arising from the static atomic partial charges, U 0 , and the interaction between water and charges induced on the SWNT, U ind . In figure 1(c) , we present the potential energy between a water molecule and a 12-section SWNT segment [24] . The oxygen atom of a water molecule is moved along the tube axis z, and the hydrogen atoms are symmetrically placed giving the water molecule a fixed orientation. Geometry and atomic partial charges of the water molecule are assumed to be those of the TIP3P model, and the C-O vdW interaction takes the form of a LennardJones potential with parameters adopted from the Amber 94 force field, i. on the left edge and a potential well of the same magnitude on the right edge. This anti-symmetric feature of U 0 is due to the assumed fixed orientation of the water molecule. In the middle of the tube, U 0 is nearly vanishing. U ind has a similar shape as U vdW , but is an order of magnitude smaller. Therefore, the major contribution of the total potential U tot stems from U vdW , but at the edges, the shape is dominated by U 0 . A previous study [28] indicated that water flow is primarily limited by the barriers at the entry and exit of the nanotube, so it becomes more important to improve the potential field near the tube edges by including the contribution from U 0 .
Although U ind of a single water molecule is small compared to other contributions in figure 1(c), it becomes significant for water chains, ions and charged molecules. Figure 2 provides a snapshot taken from a classical MD simulation [13] . Due to the confinement of the tube interior, six water molecules are arranged into a water chain. By forming hydrogen bonds, their dipole moments are aligned along the tube axis. For the given snapshot, the magnitude of the total water dipole is 12.23 Debye. The electrostatic field of the water dipoles polarizes the nanotube and induces a charge distribution in the nanotube surface (see figure 2) . The resulting effective counter-dipole leads to a net dipole of only 5.24 Debye, much less than the 12.23 Debye value [23] . In this case, U ind reaches 3.7 kcal mol −1 , i.e., a rather large value. For a point charge +e located at the tube center, U ind was found to be as large as 15.2 kcal mol −1 [23] . Engineers seek to control the transport of ions or charge molecules through SWNTs by 
Ion-nanotube interaction
The ion-nanotube interaction can be demonstrated through a system consisting of a potassium ion (K + ) and a 12-section SWNT [27] . The interaction potential U( R) is expressed as
where Q and R, respectively, are the charge and coordinates of the K + ion. The summation index, i, runs over all carbon atoms. The vdW interaction was described by the Lennard-Jones potential with parameters taken from the CHARMM27 force field, i.e., KH = 0.043 749 kcal mol −1 , KC = 0.078 039 kcal mol −1 , σ KH = 2.7473Å and σ KC = 3.3464Å. The initial atomic partial charges q 0i were determined from the polarizable SWNT model [24] . As the SWNT is polarized by the ion, the instantaneous atomic partial charges of the SWNT are updated constantly as the sum of bare charges, q 0 , and induced charges, δq, the latter taking into account the polarization effect.
The potential profile along the z-axis is plotted in figure 3 (a), which is seen to be dominated by the electrostatic interactions. As one can recognize, U 0 is attractive inside the SWNT and repulsive outside, a feature caused by the dipole fields from the edge dipole moments of the SWNT. In an (artificial) non-polarizable model, access barrier of U vdW + U 0 amounts to 7.02 kcal mol −1 , which would make it extremely difficult for a K + ion to enter the SWNT at room temperature. However, U ind , that takes polarizability into account, causes a substantial K + -SWNT attraction. As a consequence, the access barrier of U tot = U vdW + U 0 + U ind is only 1.05 kcal mol −1 . Inside the SWNT, U tot is strongly attractive with a minimum at about −30 kcal mol −1 . Compared to the nonpolarizable model, the edge of the central potential energy well becomes much steeper. As revealed by the polarizable model, the lowered access barrier enables the K + ion to enter the SWNT spontaneously at room temperature, and the deep well traps the ion firmly. Due to the vdW repulsion with the nanotube walls the ion in the radial direction is confined to a region within a fewÅ off the tube axis.
To evaluate the quality of the suggested SWNT model, the force acting on the ion positioned along the z-axis was also calculated by means of a first principle method (see below). In figure 3(b), we notice a remarkable agreement between the first principle and the semi-empirical forces, even though the methods differ by a factor of about a thousand in computational cost. The consistency indicates that by employing the polarizable SWNT model in a MD simulation, one can capture the dynamics of the K + -SWNT complex. The system was simulated for 4.84 ps in a microcanonical ensemble with the SWNT frozen at its ideal geometry. At the beginning of the simulation, a K + ion was released 1.0Å away from one end of the SWNT on the z-axis with zero initial velocity. The ion was attracted by the potential well, and began to oscillate. During the simulation, the ion finished two complete oscillation cycles with a frequency of 0.43 terahertz (THz) [27] . The motion of the ion naturally drags the electrons of the SWNT to oscillate at the same frequency. The total energy of the ion, a sum of potential energy and kinetic energy, was conserved throughout the simulation with a peak deviation of 0.02% [27] . The simulation method was verified by comparing the main results to a Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics calculation on a Li + ion confined in an 8-section SWNT [29] . Despite the huge difference in the computational cost, the method agreed well in the THz oscillation behavior of the ion.
The K + -SWNT simulation demonstrates the accuracy and efficiency of the polarizable SWNT model, which is computational cheap for large scale simulations and takes into account the electronic degrees of freedom of SWNTs as well. Implementation of the suggested model into a classical MD engine yields a quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical description, which can provide guidance for practical issues such as selecting biomolecules for SWNT-biosensor coating, explaining the mechanism of nanotube internalization and trafficking, and furnishing the quantum mechanical theory for nanotube optical spectra and their interpretation in terms of nanotube-adsorbate interactions.
Nanopore device for high-throughput sequencing of DNA
The sequence of a human genome is about three billion base pairs long. Certain variations in the genome sequence, either inherited at birth or acquired over time through mutations, are known to cause serious health problems. With current technology, individual genomes can be determined to the desired 99.99% accuracy within two months for approximately 10 million dollars, which is obviously too lengthy and too costly to be useful in personal medicine. As research in nanotechnology extends the tools for fabrication of integrated circuits to nanometer dimensions, alternative technologies for faster and cheaper DNA sequencing are likely to emerge. For example, a device for high-throughput DNA sequencing may be built around a 2-nm-diameter pore in a thin (2-5 nm thick) synthetic membrane [30] [31] [32] [33] . The sequence of a DNA molecule can be read by such a device, in principle, through a semiconductor detector, integrated within the pore, that records electric signals induced by DNA passing through the pore [34] .
Sequencing DNA strands with a nanopore device has not been achieved yet. As A, C, G and T DNA nucleotides differ from each other by only a few atoms, in order to relate the sequence of DNA to the measured electrical signals, it is essential to characterize the conformations of DNA inside the pore in atomic detail. At present, MD is the only methodology that can provide realistic images of microscopic events taking place inside the nanosensor. Atom by atom, we build microscopic models of the experimental systems and simulate, adapting the methodology developed by us for membrane proteins [35, 36] , translocation of DNA through pores in synthetic membranes [37] . Below we describe how one can simulate with MD electric field-driven translocation of DNA through nanopores in silicon nitride (Si 3 N 4 ), compute electric signals produced by the DNA translocation, and expand the scope of MD simulations to other synthetic materials, i.e., silicon dioxide. 
MD simulation of DNA translocation through a synthetic nanopore
To construct a microscopic model of a nanopore, we first build a Si 3 N 4 membrane by replicating a unit cell of a β-Si 3 N 4 crystal. By removing atoms from the Si 3 N 4 membrane, we produce pores of symmetric double-conical (hourglass) shapes with radii that correspond to experiment. After placing a DNA molecule in front of the pore, we add water and ions on both sides of the membrane. The final systems measure from 10 to 30 nm in the direction normal to the membrane and include up to 200 000 atoms. To accomplish MD simulations on a system comprised of DNA and Si 3 N 4 , the molecular force field describing water, ions and nucleic acids [38] is combined with the MSXX molecular force field for Si 3 N 4 [39] . The protocols of the simulation are described in detail elsewhere [37] . When a uniform electrical field is applied to all atoms in our system, it induces, at the beginning of the simulation, a rearrangement of the ions and water that focuses the electrical field to the vicinity of the membrane, neutralizing the field in the bulk. The resulting voltage bias V across the simulated system depends both on the magnitude of the applied field E and the dimension L z of the system in the direction of the field [40] , i.e., V = EL z ; the electrostatic potential near the pore is not uniform.
Applying a 1.4 V bias over a 5.2-nm-thick membrane we can observe, within the time scale of a MD simulation, a full permeation of a short (20-60 base pairs) DNA fragment through the nanopore. A typical translocation event is shown in figure 4 . At the beginning of the simulation, a 20-base-pair fragment of double stranded (ds) DNA is placed in front of a 2.2 × 2.6 nm 2 pore, as shown in figure 4(a) . Within the first 2 ns, the end of DNA nearest to the pore is pulled into the pore by its charged backbone. The rest of the molecule follows that end, which, after 4 ns, encounters the narrowest part of the pore. At this point, the terminal Watson-Crick base pair is split, and the freed nucleotides adhere with their bases to the surface of the pore, as shown in figure 4(b) . The translocation proceeds further until it halts after 20 ns in the conformation similar to the one shown in figure 4(c) . At this point, the three Watson-Crick base pairs that were first to enter the pore are split; one of the terminal bases continues to adhere strongly to the pore surface. The system is driven out of this metastable conformation by increasing the voltage bias from 1.4 to 4.4 V for 0.3 ns after approximately 30 ns from the beginning of the simulation. Subsequently, the simulation was continued at a 1.4 V bias. DNA slowly exits the pore, while one of the bases holds firmly to the surface of the pore ( figure 4(d ) ). After about 50 ns, most of the DNA has left the pore, but a few bases remain attached to the pore surface (figure 4(e)); nine of twenty base pairs are split.
Computing electric signals resulting from DNA translocation
In addition to driving DNA through the nanopore, the electric field induces displacements of ions, forcing them to move through the pore in opposite directions. When DNA enters the pore, it reduces the ionic current; however, after the DNA translocation is completed, the ionic current recovers to the open pore level. Using this simple principle, Kasianowicz and co-workers [41] measured, for the first time, the ionic current blockades produced by RNA and DNA strands electrophoretically driven through the transmembrane pore of the α-hemolysin channel [42] , which was suspended in a lipid bilayer. The subsequent studies showed that using this approach, one can discriminate different sequences of RNA [43] , of DNA homopolymers [44] , as well as the segments of purine or pyrimidine nucleotides within a single RNA strand [43] . Single nucleotide resolution has been demonstrated for DNA hairpins [45] [46] [47] , raising the prospect of creating a nanopore sensor capable of reading the nucleotide sequence directly from a DNA or RNA strand. Similar studies carried out on synthetic nanopores showed only limited success [31, 33, 48] . Using MD simulation, we demonstrated that, in the case of synthetic nanopores, current blockades do not necessarily reflect translocation of DNA through the nanopore [37] . The ionic current can be computed from a MD trajectory by summing up local displacements of all ions over a time interval t:
where z i and q i are the z coordinate and the charge of atom i, respectively; L z is the length of the simulated system in the direction of the applied electric field (the z-axis in our case); the sum runs over all ions [1, 37] . In figure 5 we plot the ionic current (black) and the z coordinate of the DNA center of mass (blue) versus time for the MD trajectory illustrated in figure 4 . The very first part of the figure (time < 1 ns) corresponds to a simulation in which DNA does not block the ionic current. When DNA is placed in front of the pore (vertical dashed line in figure 5 ), it is rapidly captured by the pore, which is reflected by the reduction of the ionic current. When DNA translocates through the membrane, the level of total ionic current appears to be correlated with the DNA velocity inside the pore: the faster DNA moves, the less it blocks the ionic current. The current returns to the open pore level after most of the DNA has left the pore, although some DNA remains inside the pore at the end of the simulation ( figure 4(e) ). We have demonstrated so far that translocation of DNA through a synthetic nanopore results in a transient reduction of the ionic current. The reverse conjecture, i.e., that the transient , the current reduction is comparable to that when DNA permeates the pore (cf figure 5) . The pore has the same dimensions as in figure 5 .
reduction of the ionic current indicates DNA translocation through a nanopore, is not valid. As the electrical field in the bulk of the electrolyte is zero, one can assume that DNA approaches the pore by diffusion, and, hence, the conformation in which DNA collides with the pore for the first time is random. Hence, the starting configuration in which DNA is placed in front of the pore normal to the surface of the membrane ( figure 4(a) ) represents only a fraction of DNA's first encounters with the nanopore. The other extreme case would be for DNA to approach the pore in the conformation shown in figure 6 (a), i.e., parallel to the surface of the Si 3 N 4 membrane. We started our next simulation from such conformation, placing the same 20 base pair fragment of dsDNA 12Å away from the membrane. Within 3 ns, a 1.4 V bias drove DNA into the mouth of the pore, ( figure 6(b) ). The ionic current was observed to drop by 75%, which is comparable to the level of the current blockade when DNA permeates the pore (figure 5). Thus, by comparing the results of the two MD simulations, we learn that large blockades of the ionic current do not necessarily indicate DNA translocation through a synthetic nanopore, implying that the ionic current readout is ambiguous in the case of synthetic nanopores. This apparent ambiguity can be resolved when instead of a Si 3 N 4 membrane, the pore is made in a multi-layered silicon wafer, in which a thin layer of silicon dioxide is sandwiched between two layers of doped silicon. When DNA is driven through such a pore, it produces two independent voltage signals in the doped silicon layers, allowing one to unambiguously differentiate translocation of DNA from the obstruction of the pore mouth [34] .
While the set-up of our simulations faithfully reproduces the experimental conditions, our simulations have the following limitations. First, the time scale of MD simulations is currently limited to a few tens of nanoseconds, which does not allow one to investigate processes that occur on a longer time scale. Second, our description of the silicon nitride surface is approximate, and more work has to be done in order to develop a microscopic force field that would quantitatively reproduce binding energies between DNA and a silicon nitride surface. Nevertheless, due to the double helical structure of dsDNA, binding of DNA nucleotides to the surface of the pore does not occur before dsDNA reaches the pore constriction. This allowed us to make quantitative predictions about the conditions of dsDNA permeation through Si 3 N 4 nanopores, which were later confirmed by experiment [49, 50] .
Mastering silica nanopore interactions
Molecular dynamics simulations have been successfully used to study and understand Si 3 N 4 nanopore experiments [31, 37, 49, 50] and the methodology can be extended to simulate solidstate nanopores based on silica [34, 51] . However, a major hurdle in simulating those systems composed of inorganic materials and biological macromolecules is to describe the magnitudes of the interacting forces between the nanopore surface with water and biomacromolecules. A mathematical description of the system, a so-called force field, provides a set of functions for the potential energy of the system based on their atomic coordinates. Previous silica force fields were focused on reproducing bulk properties and then refined to describe surface properties, but they were not designed to take into account the interaction energies of silica with biopolymers in aqueous environments. A second problem is that the surface properties strongly depend on the particular arrangement of the exposed atoms; therefore, a new detailed description of the nanopore surface is needed.
Our aim is to develop a model of silica surfaces to be used in MD simulations that accurately describes the interactions with water and biomacromolecules. The hydrophobicity, a key attribute of the surface, has been used to tune silica force fields. This property can be quantified by measuring the water contact angle (WCA), the angle between the tangent of a sessile water droplet and the solid surface. If the WCA is close to zero, the surface is considered hydrophilic. If the angle is about 90
• , the surface is considered partially hydrophobic. The WCA value is the result of a delicate balance between specific solid-water interactions and the surface roughness. For silica, the WCA does not have a unique value, but depends on the thermal treatment of the sample. Exposed functional groups define the interacting regions and thus the wetting properties of a surface. Consequently, intermolecular interactions of silica, composed of vdW and electrostatic terms, can be adjusted to reproduce surface wetting.
Understanding the wetting behavior of silica is critical for the technical uses of silica nanopores. For example, in case of nanopores in a Si 3 N 4 membrane, wetting a dry pore takes about 20 h [52] . At the silica surface, the silanol group (-Si-OH) determines the surface hydrophilicity: the more silanols are exposed, the more hydrophilic the surface is. A completely dehydroxylated silica surface (without silanols) would exhibit a WCA of 42
• [53] . Conversely, a fully hydroxylated surface, with a silanol concentration of 4.6 nm −2 [54] , is completely hydrophilic. An experimental relationship has been established between the WCA and the area fraction of silanols [53] , cos θ = 0.257a SiOH + 0.743,
where θ is the WCA, and a SiOH is the number of silanols per nm 2 divided by 4.6 nm −2 . Silica wetting can be studied by simulating a drop of water on top of a silica surface. Diverse silica surfaces can be obtained using numerical procedures that mimic experimental annealing [53, [55] [56] [57] , varying the heating and quenching rates. In simulated annealed surfaces, exposed singly coordinated oxygens and triply coordinated silicons, called dangling atoms, behave similarly to the silanols and act as hydrophilic centers of diverse intensity. By using different water droplet/silica surface systems, the silica hydrophilicity can be estimated through measuring the WCA from the final overall droplet shape. This procedure has been adopted by Werder et al [58] to parameterize water-carbon interactions. Our simulations confirm that the number of dangling atoms is the main factor for wetting ( figure 7 ). Due to their accessibility, dangling atoms enhance water attraction, and their interactions with water can be modulated to match the relationship between silanol concentration and the WCA. Our model is a close representation of the real surface, providing a good compromise between the heterogeneity of amorphous silica and the magnitude of the intermolecular forces [59] . A silica force field based on wetting phenomena can be employed to study permeation and translocation through nanopores.
The integration between solid-state nanodevices and biomacromolecules, i.e., between 'dry' and 'wet' nanotechnology, is expected to be at the forefront of bionanotechnology in the next decade [60] .
However, simulating the diversity of aspects that happen in the confined nanopore environment demands fine-tuned force fields for intermolecular interactions. Some aspects to be described are water permeation, wetting statistics, blockage of ionic current, the distribution of the electrostatic potential, as well as interactions between the nanopore surface, DNA and ions. All these properties are affected by the atomic structure of the nanopore and the interacting forces. Computer simulations are valuable tools to gain insight into the mentioned properties, and to view the processes involved in single S47 Figure 8 . Nanodiscs are discoidal lipid-protein complexes. They consist of two membrane scaffold proteins shown in red and green surrounding a lipid bilayer core shown in yellow with the lipid head groups highlighted in orange. molecule recordings. Quite literally, computer simulations will play the role of nanoscopes.
Nanodiscs: discoidal protein-lipid particles
Nanodiscs are nanometer-sized lipid bilayers which are stabilized by amphipathic proteins. They provide a platform in which to embed, solubilize and study single membrane proteins. Membrane proteins can be difficult to study experimentally and are often studied under non-native conditions such as in high concentrations of detergents and in micelles. The effect of these non-native environments on the structure and function of the proteins are unknown. It is therefore desirable to be able to study membrane proteins, especially integral membrane proteins, in a more native lipid bilayer environment. This has motivated scientists to engineer nanometer-sized discoidal lipid bilayers stabilized by amphipathic helical proteins, termed nanodiscs [61, 62] , that furnish the desired nanoenvironment for membrane proteins.
Engineering nanodiscs
Nanodiscs are homogeneous protein-lipid particles of discrete size and composition. The proteins forming nanodiscs are uniquely engineered to solubilize a small lipid bilayer. These proteins, termed membrane scaffold proteins, are long helical amphipathic proteins, having a hydrophobic and a hydrophilic face. The hydrophobic face of the protein wraps around the hydrophobic lipid tails, leaving the hydrophilic face oriented out towards the aqueous environment. This unique property is what allows the membrane scaffold protein to solubilize the lipid bilayer [62] . The inspiration for developing nanodiscs came directly from nature. High-density lipoprotein (HDL) particles circulate in the blood of higher animals accumulating cholesterol, lipids and fatty acids from peripheral tissues and transporting them to the liver for processing and degradation. Nascent discoidal HDLs form when the primary protein component, apolipoprotein A-1 (apo A-1), associates with lipids. These particles are generally heterogeneous in size forming nanometer-sized lipid bilayers which are soluble due to the amphipathic nature of apo A-1. Thus, nature has provided a solution to the problem of studying membrane proteins in a native lipid bilayer environment. Nanoengineers simply had to adapt what had been developed during biological evolution. For this purpose, they designed systems that furnished homogeneous discoidal lipid-protein particles of discrete size and composition, in other words, nanodiscs [62, 63] .
In order to create homogeneous particles, apo A-1 was truncated, removing the N-terminal globular domain and leaving the C-terminal lipid binding domain. This left only the portion of the amphipathic helical apo A-1 protein which binds to the lipids forming the nanometer-sized discoidal particles. The remaining protein consisted of 200 amino acid residues, eight 22-mer and two 11-mer amphipathic helical repeats, punctuated by proline and glycine residues [64, 65] . These truncated proteins were given the name membrane scaffold proteins [62] . Extensions and deletions of 11 or 22-mer helical segments were used to create nanodiscs ranging from ∼9-13 nm in diameter (figure 8) [63] . This range in diameter allows for control of the oligomerization state of incorporated membrane proteins [66] .
A variety of membrane proteins have been successfully incorporated into nanodiscs and characterized: cytochrome P450 2B4 [67] , P450 cytochrome monoxygenase [66, 68, 69] , bacteriorhodopsin [70, 71] (figure 9), and a type of G proteincoupled receptors (GPCR) called β 2 adrenergic receptor [72] . Additionally, nanodiscs have provided a route to study various lipid bilayer properties. For instance, differences in phospholipid phase transitions were observed between the lipid bilayer in nanodiscs and liposomal preparations [73] , and the effects of lipid domain size and the protein-lipid interface on lipid structure were investigated in the thermotropic phase transition of various lipids using nanodiscs [74] .
Even though HDL particles have been experimentally studied for decades, a debate continues concerning the structure of apo A-1. The structure of apo A-1 is applicable to nanodiscs because the original membrane scaffold protein (without additional truncations or extensions) mimics the lipid binding domain of apo A-1 [62] . The structure of apo A-1 in its nascent discoidal form has not been resolved using highresolution structural techniques such as x-ray crystallography S48 or NMR. Several models exist for the structure of apo A-1 in discoidal HDL particles including the double-belt [75, 76] , picket-fence [77, 78] and helical-hairpin [79, 80] models. A recent review article by Davidson and Silva (2005) [81] provides an overview of the various models of discoidal HDL (as well as lipid-free and mature spherical HDL) and the experimental results supporting each model. Molecular modeling verified by experiments can step in and develop a structural model of discoidal lipoproteins. Without a structural model, the de novo design of scaffold proteins is challenging, if not impossible.
Lipid binding domain of apo A-1 studied by all-atom molecular dynamics
The initial membrane scaffold proteins were produced to be identical to the 200-residue lipid binding domain of Apo A-1. However, nanodiscs assembled from 11 or 22 N-terminal residue truncated membrane scaffold proteins resulted in nanodiscs of identical dimensions as full 200-residue scaffold protein nanodiscs. This led to the belief that the truncated residues are not needed to form these ∼10 nm protein-lipid particles. All-atom molecular dynamics was employed to investigate the structure of the membrane scaffold protein surrounding a lipid bilayer core. Simulations were carried out on nanodiscs produced from full-length 200-residue scaffold proteins as well as scaffold proteins with 11 or 22 residue truncations. Two membrane scaffold proteins were wrapped around a 160 DPPC lipid bilayer core in a double-belt fashion (figure 8). Each nanodisc remained stable within the multiple nanosecond simulations; however, differences in size and planarity of the nanodiscs provided evidence on their structure. Simple measurements of the nanodisc diameter revealed that indeed the removal of the first 22 residues of the membrane scaffold proteins did not result in smaller discs [71] .
Simulated all-atom structures were used to calculate small-angle x-ray scattering curves for comparison with experimental data collected on nanodiscs. Small-angle x-ray scattering is a low-resolution technique which is useful in determining the size and shape of homogeneous particles in solution. The technique is also sensitive to changes in the lipid bilayer, such as bilayer thickness. Comparisons between allatom simulations and experimental data revealed that indeed the first 17 to 18 residues of the originally predicted 200 residue lipid-binding domain are not needed for nanodisc formation and most likely do not bind to nanodisc lipids [71] . Despite the apparent agreement between experiments and simulations, conclusive evidence for the structure of nanodiscs, in particular the geometry of the scaffold proteins wrapping around the lipid tails, does not exist. This deficit warrants further investigation.
Assembly of nanodiscs using coarse-grained molecular dynamics
The experimental assembly of nanodiscs was optimized to produce homogeneous particles [62] . The process uses a detergent to solubilize the lipids and membrane scaffold proteins. The detergent is removed using either dialysis or detergent removal beads. Using an optimized starting ratio of protein to lipid, homogeneous discoidal nanodiscs form with discrete size and composition [62, 63] . One way to predict the structure of nanodiscs would be to simulate the experimental self-assembly. However, conventional all-atom simulations cover too short of a time scale to account for the process.
To overcome the time scale barrier, a coarse-grained approach was developed. Such an approach had already furnished several lipid models for the study of lipid assembly on a micrometer length and a millisecond time scale [82] [83] [84] . Coarse-grained models reduce the overall system size and, thereby, computational effort compared to all-atom models by mapping clusters of atoms onto 'beads'. In addition, the models use simpler and softer potentials that further accelerate and improve computing [83, 84] .
For our purpose of simulating nanodisc assembly, a coarse-grained protein model was developed, extending the Marrink et al [84] coarse-grained lipid-water model. The Marrink model was adapted unaltered to reproduce lipid assembly, including DPPC lipids. This model excels through the ease of implementing the potential energy function in a molecular dynamics program like NAMD2 [85] . In the extended model, protein amino acid residues are represented by two coarse-grained beads (except for glycine which is represented by a single bead) [86] ; DPPC lipids are represented by 12 coarse-grained beads, and four water molecules are represented by a single coarse-grained bead. The coarse graining reduces system size about tenfold and the soft interactions chosen allow integration time steps of 25 to 50 fs. Along with the use of short-range electrostatics and the minimal number of bead types, an effective speed-up of 1500 times over all-atom simulations was achieved [86] .
The model described was used to simulate preformed nanodiscs and was found to reproduce well the overall structural features such as nanodisc diameter and lipid bilayer thickness at various temperatures. Lipid perturbations near the protein-lipid interface were also found with this model to be consistent with all atom and experimental results [86] . The model was next employed to assemble a nanodisc. A preformed lipid micelle was used and the membrane scaffold proteins were wrapped around either side of the lipid micelle in a semi-circle ( figure 10(a) ). The simulations showed that the lipid micelle quickly forms a bilayer and the two scaffold proteins attach and reorient themselves onto either side, exhibiting a structure similar to the picket-fence model (see above), but with much more protein disorder than suggested previously (figure 10(b) and (c)) [86] .
The picket-fence-like structure for lipoproteins in vivo, even though at odds with experimental observation, seems in some ways more likely than the popular double belt model, at least as a key intermediate structure during nanodisc assembly. The picket-fence model is plausible because the underlying biopolymer conformation should form readily from a random starting configuration of lipids and scaffold proteins, whereas the double-belt model carries a high entropic penalty (see figure 9 ). The double-belt structure may develop after longer times due to the formation of energetically favorable salt bridging between the two scaffold protein strands, or as a result of optimized ratios of proteins to lipids, as found in nanodiscs. 
Conclusion and outlook
The three case studies described above are intended to showcase how molecular modeling contributes successfully to bionanotechnology. In the case of the use of nanotubes in biomedicine the key issue of the methodology is that the electronic system of π-electrons in the SWNTs are highly polarizable and easily influenced by environmental molecular factors. This influence, which affects also the optical absorption properties, turns SWNTs into sensors and contributes to interaction energies between molecules internalized or absorbed by SWNTs as well. A systematic development needs to merge the physics of SWNTs with molecular cell biology. This is where modeling stepped in by developing a simulation method flexible enough to be effectively employed for SWNTs embedded into biological environments, yet accurate enough to reproduce effects described by computationally expensive physical theories. The case study illustrates that modeling in the bionanotechnology field needs to adapt to new challenges, e.g., here to add new materials (SWNTs) to biomolecular modeling and to describe how biomolecules, e.g., DNA strands, affect the electronic properties of SWNTs.
In the case of synthetic nanopores the issue is single molecule electrical recording with the eventual aim of cheap, fast and accurate DNA sequencing. In this case modeling needs to adapt to new materials, Si 3 N 4 as well as SiO 2 . Furthermore, modeling needs to provide images of the translocation processes and electrostatics of the permeantpore systems that are essential for guiding experiments and technological development. The images provided by the modelers, tested through predictions like blockage currents or ion conductivities verified by observation, are invaluable to the engineers. Not presented, but already accomplished, are predictions of electronic signals measured along the nanopores translocating DNA [87] ; such predictions combine molecular dynamics simulations with the theory of electronic devices and yield clear estimates regarding the sensitivity of measured signals to DNA properties like base pair sequence.
In the case of nanodiscs the issue is to make available a nanoscale lipid bilayer membrane for study of related biomedical processes like receptor binding or cholesterol uptake. Proteins native to human cells need to be redesigned for the technical purpose; additionally the actual equilibrium structures and dynamical properties of proteins and cholesterol in nanodiscs need to be visualized. Biomolecular modeling is involved in both aspects, testing the properties of redesigned scaffold proteins maintaining nanodisc shapes, and illustrating the most likely assembly of nanodiscs. Both roles are essential for guiding the technical use of nanodiscs.
The three case studies shown are exemplary for the many opportunities that biomolecular modeling offers in modern bionanotechnology. Modeling is a rather new research and development methodology, unfamiliar to many bench scientists and still considered not trustworthy. However, in entirely new technological areas like bionanotechnology qualitative concepts, pictures and suggestions are sorely needed and we hope that our examples have shown that biomolecular modeling can serve a critical role in this respect.
Glossary
Carbon nanotubes. Nanometer-scale molecules made of cylindrical carbon sheets; nanotubes have extraordinary strength, unique electrical properties and high chemical stability.
Silicon nitride. A hard inorganic substance (Si 3 N 4 ) with high resistance to oxidation and temperature change.
Silica. Also known as silicon dioxide (SiO 2 ), silica is the major constituent of sand. Due to its electrical insulation property and chemical stability, silica is widely used in semiconductor devices to separate active regions and form insulating surfaces.
Solid-state nanopore. A synthetic nanometer-scale pore crossing inorganic membranes made of, for example, silicon nitride or silica.
Water contact angle. The angle between the tangent of a water droplet and the underlying surface. Surfaces with a contact angle close to zero are hydrophilic; surfaces with a contact angle near or greater than 90
• are highly hydrophobic.
S50
Nanodiscs. Homogeneous nanometer-size discoidal lipid-protein particles which were originally engineered to mimic discoidal high-density lipoprotein. Each nanodisc has two amphipathic helical proteins wrapped around a disc-like lipid bilayer, the proteins effectively solubilizing the lipids.
Coarse-grained model. A method for simplifying all-atom molecular dynamics simulations by reducing the total number of degrees of freedom. In a coarse-grained description, groups of atoms are represented by single beads that interact through soft potentials chosen to reproduce characteristic properties resulting from all-atom simulations. The reduction in particle number and the soft potentials speed up simulations by a factor of over a thousand when compared with all-atom simulations.
